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Five Bid For Food CoThttuict 
by Bette Ann Sacks 
Five Food Service Compan-
i~s are bidding for the job as 
Ithaca College's food service 
company for next year. The 
companies are ARA, Macke, 
Professional Food Management, 
Saga, and Servamation. 
A dining committee, which 
represents the College, has been 
researching and examining food 
,.,.,. service companies in order to 
provide the college with a more 
efficient food service. The 
committee will consider propos-
als from all five food companies 
after March 31. Eventually, 
members of the commit,ee will 
travel to other schools to evalu-
ate the food service companies iri 
actual operation. 
Student members of the 
committee include: Mark White, 
Chairman; Corey Taylor, Jill 
Tengi", Lynn Kublick, and Mark 
Camp; others are Dick Correnti, 
Vice President of Student Af-
fairs; Roger Eslinger, Director of 
Egbert Union/Student Activi -
ties; Shelly LaNote, Director of 
Special Events; Leslie Hughes, 
Town Club Manager; and David 
Lord, Acting Director of Busi-
ness Services. 
The five food service com-
panies were allotted three days 
on campus each to evaluate 
facilities, attitudes, and opera-
tions in order to help each 
company structure a proposal 
designed for Ithaca College. 
Each company was also invitea 
to talk with the Dining Commit-
tee. 
Four food companies have 
scheduled discussion with the 
dining committee before pre-
senting any proposals. Saga did 
not opt to meet witb the commit-
tee. 
Mark White, the Chairman 
of the Dining Committee, feels 
that the present food service at 
Ithaca College can be improved. 
This includes strengthening the 
food service in areas of manage-
ment, creativity, sanitation, or-
ganization, and overall efficien-
cy. White wants to see change in 
the current meal structure to 
accomodate the needs of stu-
dents by extending meal hours 
and making the vali-dine meal 
card useful in the snack bar when 
the dining halls are closed. The 
Dining Committee has also dis-
cussed renovation of the Snack 
Bar. Mark White believes that 
the Snack Bar is a "cramped, 
ober-crowded facility which if 
properly managed and arranged 
can better serve the commun-
ity." 
There is a possibility that the 
Tower Club, which has lost 
approximately $70,000 during 
the past two years and is 
operated by next year's food 
service company. 
A decision concerning the 
bidding of the companies will be 
announced in June. 
STUDENTS ON LINE FOR 
ANOTHER SAGA MEAL 
Per~alis Getting Paid 
Constantine (Gus), Perialas, for three to five years, and ·so it 
former Vice-President of Stu- was. 
do not take sabbaticals except 
when they plan to go back into 
teaching. As President Whalen 
said, "They need time to re-
charge their batteries." 
Tenure Dropped 
dent and Campus Affairs, is Perialas announced his resig-
presently on a one year Sabbatic nation in March, 1977, and 
leave to complete his PhD at applied for a part-salaried faculty 
Syracuse University. He will sabbatical. As President Whalen 
return in the fall as a professor in explained, the statute of limita-
the Drama-Speech department. tions for Perialas' PhD disserta-
The rules for faculty sabbat-
ical, as Falcone explained, are 
simply that a professor be a 
faculty member for six years. 
That professor is then eligible to 
apply. Although Perialas only 
taught at IC for five years, whinn 
he became an administrator 
Perialas kept his tenured facult; 
status. President Whalen ex-
plained that this is the regular 
practice tenure is a life time 
appointment. 
for Librarians Perialas was first hired by tion was approaching. Ithaca College as an assistant Because Perialas had inter-professor of speech in 1967. rupted his PhD studies to take 
by Chuck Post 
Ithaca College is attempting 
to cut back on the number of 
librarians granted tenure in the 
future. The cutbacks are be-
cause of economic reasons. New 
librarians hired will be given 
Proffessional Staff positions, 
which does not make them 
eligible for either tenure or 
sabbatical. 
"All of those faculty _on the 
library who presently have been 
give tenure through legitimate 
process, need not worry, nobo-
dy's trying to take it (tenure) 
away," President Whalen said. 
The librarians denied com-
ment until the issue of unioniza-
tion is settled and the· Adminis-
tration has put forth more infor-
mation on this change in Policy. 
President Whalen explained that 
the lack of communication be-
tween the Administration and 
the librarians is caused by the 
National Labor Relations Board 
which does not allow any Policy 
changes by the Administration 
until a decision has been made on 
Unionization. 
Leonard Riff, the head li-
brarian said; "We want to wait 
until the union decision has been 
made, therefore we will know Tenured in June of 1971, Perialas the Vice Presidency job and 
what the relationship between moved into the administrative because he needed time to fresh-
the Administration and the facul- role of Vice President of Student en up on teaching skills, the 
tv is," Rift is considered part of and Campus Affairs in early sabbatical was granted. 
the administr~j,iye niaff. 1972. When Perialas first took Provost Frank Falcone explain-
continued on page 5 office he stated that it would be ed that normally administrators 
Departments Lose 
hy Karen Stuhldreher . Four Credit Challenge 
The Politics and Philosophy 
dt>partments have been denied 
n'quests to offer four credit 
rnurses that would meed four 
times a week. The State 
Eduration Department mandat-
ed, as of ,June 1977, that each 
eredit hour must assume comple-
tion of one contact hour of 50 
minutes each and 2 hours of 
supplementary assignments. 
All the departments in the 
Humanities and Science School 
that off Pr standard four credit approximately $800,00. per year. 
courses must undergo change to Proposals made b,Y. the Poli-
accomodate this law. The law tics.and Philosophy deprrlments 
will not apply to seminars and to offer four credit courses that 
tutorials. The change will affect would meet four times a week in 
100, 200, and 300 level courses order to accomodate the mandate 
that are now offered for four were turned down. To make one 
credits. exception would "set ascue an 
According to Dean Tom attempt to find out what the b!!st 
Longin I.C. must meet the approach is", Longin said. He 
mandate in order to remain feels that the H&S department 
certified. To be eligible for needs to get on a common base in 
financial aid, TAP and Bundy order to get a solid two year 
money provided by the state, -picture of the department. 
I.C. must be certified. Bundy Long-in feels that if this is not the 
money is paid by the state per best approach to accomodating 
graduating senior. The state will the law, the H&S department 
not provide money for a student can continue reviewing its pro-
coming out of an uncertified - irram. Given the data, and the 
program. The amount of bundy educational goals, Longin thinks 
money paid ~~ .I~ha,ca College is it is nec~s.sary Lo start from a 
I • • • j '• ' • /,. ., •I ' •• • • \ • • 
common base in order to reassess 
the cirriculum. 
Martin Brownstein,, chair-
person of the Politics ·Depart-
ment, said that the Politics 
department is "compelled and 
obliged" to making the change to 
three credit courses. He did say 
that the Politics dept. does" not 
want to do violence to what is 
already a good program". Joyce 
Albrecht, chairperson of the 
Philosophy dept. had stronger 
comments on having to make the 
change from four to three credit 
..:ourses. There is "no choice 
about making the change;" she 
noted. The Philosophy dept. is 
making ,the change to three 
credit courses with the hope that 
the· request to offer four credit 
J \) •• ' 
courses meeting four times a 
week will be reconsidered. 
The Politics dept., according 
to Brownstein, will probably 
switch from a nine course base to 
a ten course- hase in ordc-r to 
accomodate the chang-e. The 
dept. has not made the decision 
as to whether or not this extra 
course will be required at the 
lower or upper level. The 
Philosophy dept. will probably 
not only change the major re-
quirements, but will scale some 
of the lower level courses down, 
hecause many students will now 
he taking one extra course. Dr. 
Albrecht pointed out that four 
credit courses can provide more 
depth because there is more class 
time. Dr. Albrecht emphasized 
that, "time alone is not sufficient 
for going 'into depth' in a subject, 
it is necessary." 
Student 
Elections 
Tuesday, 
Apri14 
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. ' 
INQUIRER DUMP SAGA! 
B L
• d M I . The big~est saga at Ithaca College · !mpruvement of Saga's operations. Saga !I 1n a elman right now 1s. the Saga C?rporation. I~nored most of the committee's sugges-
• Peo~le are disenchanted with the food t10ns. But that's par for the Saga course. 
Ph tos b G ·1 g h· service as much as the food. We are always interested to know 0 !I a1 1.aa m I Unresponsive local management has where the Saga managers hang out QUESTION: Do you feel that it ma~e ~aga's service at Ithaca College fit during meal hours. Do they go out for a 
is time for Ithaca College to their un~ge of being an uncaring large bit to eat? They do· if they care about 
replace SAGA as its food service I corporation. their stomachs. They certainly don't care 
Every person has had different about their clients. 
and could. you briefly state a · reason for you response? experiences with the food service. Our Good leadership breeds quality in 
I 
I 
m 
1 · Rhonda Rooenblueth, P,y,h. 
liil '80 ffl ·Definitely yes. It has gotten Ill considerably worse since _last 
El year and the way it's going, it I soon will be unfit !o, dogs. 
I 
II 
I 
I
EI ··~- •., 
Andrea Cohen, Planned Stud-
ies '80 
Yes, I think that they should 
El replace it. It is horrible. It is m hard to stomach everyday. 
I 
El 
m 
m . . 
I Raymond Franowski, Art '79 Yes because interpretations I.!) of SAGA meals have been found m to be phallic as the years have 
DJ passed. · 
I 
E! 
ffl 
El 
m m Jan Gorovitz, Socio. '80 
I _It is ~ot worth the money w put mto 1t. e m·· 
cons~nsus showed that preparation of any business. Not only can't Saga serve 
food 1s poor and sometimes nonexistent. well prepared food but they haven't 
Poor management fasters these pro- mastered the art of public relations 
B blems. . . . either. 
m 
. The campus dmmg committee met We urge the dining committee to 
with Saga campus management during select a· new food service. The food at 
the first half of this semester to discuss I.C. needs fresh seasoning; a sprinkle of 
GI food service problems. The committee salt, pepper, and care can do wonders. I .oclitKi~cii·h• 
a I Free Your Mind 
El 
To the Editor: 
To all writers berating- the 
It ha<"an with condemning- hack-
neyed fallacious platitudes: Your 
inn·ssant banal bromides an• just 
vou to a,·t ually do! It's g-ot the 
ml'didne fort he BLUES, and has 
hl'L·n known to turn MENTALLY 
ILL JlL·rsons into HEALTHY,-
. ., warmed-over cabbag-e, they just 
· ·. ..-m don't hold UJl in the wash, your 
n._.wspaper that answers to NO. 
O!'JF,! It's the last outspoken 
bastion of TRU'FH left in Ameri-
,·a today. Read il and you shall 
bl' frl'l'! f'ontained within it are 
mind-blowing- glimpses of REA-
LITY as it really is! This 
newspapt>r BREAKSTIIROUGI-1 
the T\' indm·ed stupor, for it is 
A!'JTI-MEDIA! It has thing-s for 
(;()OD-HUMORED l<'REE~ 
TIII:'-IKERS. You too will bene-
fit from rl'ading the It ha can 
l'\ L'ry week. 
'1J ,·omnwnts are wide of the mark 
James Goldwasser, Art '80 B out of line, amiss, askew, errant: 
People who eat at SAGA do abL·rant, astray, perverted, and 
not realize how much they are I distorted. The Ithacan is the 
getting, but I do not eat there so 
ldonotktw,;the,. g Is Saga God? Marks 
.r' 
~ 
Tom Consiglio, Bus. '79 
Yes, I think that it is too 
expensive for the average a-
mount of meals students eat. I 
am not on the meal plan anymore 
and that is one of the reasons I 
ffl Dear Editor: 
-.Ill I just do not understand 
m (even with my keen insight into 
human nature). Why do we all 
sit back apathetically and be 
abused in this manner? No, I am 
not referring ·to the school ad-
ministration or even the Chilean 
government. All I am doing is 
accusing SAGA (and I limit my 
accusations to only the Union 
because that is the only opera-
tions I am familiar with) of taking EJ f¥ NAiiib --
ffl 
E 
advantage of several thousand 
students who have no alternative 
but to live (and eat) on campus. 
Does Saga think itself God? Or 
even worse: Is Saga an atheist? 
It is really no big deal. It is 
only our parents' money. I mean 
if they really wanted to save 
money they would have sent me 
to a state school. YUK! Well, if 
the moriey factor does not bother 
you than what about what the 
6 
food is domg to our bodies. At 
this point I am not going to 
become explicit, but I suggest 
you all read the incredibly in-
sightful tract "Notes Of the 
Overfed" by Woody Allen. 
Look at yourself. Can you 
see you feet? How many peanut 
butter and jelly sandwich have 
you substitute for real meals? 
Do you realize · the impor-
tance of all of this? It means 
continued on page 11 
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JAMAA Thanks Friends GoSaga! 
To the Editor, 
This past February 16-19, 
the Ithaca College service organ-
ization, J AMAA (formerlv The 
Club for the Enhancem;nt of 
Minorities in Communications), 
participated in the Seventh An-
nual Howard University Com-
munications Conference in 
Washington, D.C. The trip to 
Washington also included con-
tingencies from Syracuse and 
Cornell Universities. 
The Conference, designed to 
provide a medium for exchange 
and creativity as well as job 
interviews and opportunities a-
mong minorities in the communi-
cations field, was highlighted by 
a moving address by Mr. Parren 
Mitchell, chairman of the Con-
gressional Black Caucus. Held at 
the Mayflower Hotel in down-
town Washington, the confer-
ence was attended by communi-
cation students and groups from 
across the country and included 
delegates from Africa and the 
Carribean. Some exhibitors 
present were station WTOP 
(Wash. D.C.), The American 
Broadcasting Company and IBM. 
These were among the thirty or 
so companies present intervie\V-
ing and recruiting potential em-
ployees. 
As expressed in JAMAAs' 
(pronounced ja-ma) charter, part 
of its purpose is "to accumulate 
resources relevant to profession-
al gain and employment for 
minorities in communications." 
The Howard conference served 
to meet the groups' needs at that 
level, academically, as well as 
socially, and proved to be a 
thoroughly rewarding venture. 
Senior and outgoing chairperson 
of J AMAA, Randy Riley said of 
the conference; "I saw it as the 
perfect tool in dealing with the 
competiveness and the oppor-
tunities available in the field of 
mass communication." 
While the conference proved 
invaluable for upperclassmen -
close to graduation and infiltra-
tion into the labor force, it was 
also beneficial to other J AMAA 
P~ofessor Supports 
Correnti Stand 
To the Editor: 
Dear Mr. Correnti, 
· After reading the March 23 
Ithacan, I think it is important to 
let you know that as a faculty 
member I support your efforts to 
limit the effects of a spring 
concert held 2 days before final 
exams begin. Final exams in my 
courses count 35-50 percent of a 
student's grade. Obviously, I 
. think it is important that the 
college promote an atmosphere 
which will encourage students to 
study during the final exam 
period. 
Last year's concert was an 
outrage for 2 reasons. It was 
unfair to students who did want 
to study on Sunday because 
there was no place· on campus 
which was not overwhelmed by 
the sounds of the concert. The 
Check out the 
music began at 11 a.m. "and 
ended at 7 p.m. The poor timing 
was unfair to students who did 
go to the concert because there 
was so much liquor and so many 
drugs consumed that students 
came to my exam on Tuesday 
still shaky from the after-effects. 
Perhaps people (including facul-
ty members) who say that it is 
OK to have a major concert that 
weekend are ignorant of the total 
ambience of such a concert. 
In short, I think sunshine 
and a spring concert are good 
things, but for the college· to 
support a major concert during 
the final exam period makes a 
mockery of its educational func-
tion. 
Sincerely 
Constance M. Elson 
Department of Mathematics 
Peer Resour~ Center 
To the Editor: 
Hello there. In the past few 
days, there has been a lot of 
advertising for the Peer Re-
source <'enter with no explana-
tion about what it is exactly. 
Wdl, this is it. 
The Peer Resource Center is 
a multi-faceted org-anization con-
sisting of a group of 15 students, 
likl' yourself, who wish to ex-
prl'ss t hl•ir l"l'eling-s -about issues 
whi,·h are important to all of us. 
Since November, we have 
bl'l'n recieving- training from 
It hara C'ollege professor Anne 
Brous, who is also a practicing 
counsdor downtown. This trai-
nini: allows us to be able to 
ra,·ilitate discussion workshops 
un topics which are of interest to 
t hl' whole Ithaca College student 
body: J}arent/student relation-
,;hips, roomates, transfer stu-
dl'nts, sexuality, alcoholism, -
drugs and other subjects which 
students themselves suggest. 
Our first workshop on parent/-
. student relationships will be 
offL"r._,d in the near future. 
Another. part of the Peer 
Resource Center is our alterna-
t iv l's library in which books can 
bl' found on subjects which are 
not usually available in other 
libraries; women's thinking, ho-
mosexuality, environmental is-
sues, alternative politics and 
minority issues. This labrary is 
•available to all who wish to come 
and browse or read. 
The Center also offers spea-
kL·rs and films to the College 
community. We will also be 
having speakers to discuss topics 
such as battered women, alcoho-
lism, rape, nuclear energy a-
mong- other things. 
We will . be open day and 
night, except Saturdays. We are 
located in room 1, the basement 
of Rowland Hall, and would love 
to have you drop by and chat, 
browse through our library, or 
sit and have a cup of coffee or 
hl.'rbal tea. If you have any 
further questions, please come 
by or call us at 274-3431. We 
would also appreciate any book 
or periodical donations to aug-
ml.'nt our library. 
Thanks and enjoy spring! 
Julia Stromstead 
members. Frosh Lynn Harvey To the Editor: brunch at Cornell? That's about 
explained it this way; "It gave us As a student worker in the what SAGA gets to feed you or a 
a sense of direction in approach- Terrace Dining Hall, I have seen full day. I find it hard to believe 
ing future conferences, specifi- both sides of the "SAGA situa- that a paper such as the Ithacan 
cally in dealing with potential tion". Upon reading the letter in had not even investigated these 
employment. It gave all of us the the March 23rd issue of the facts when they published that 
opportunity to meet with other Ithacan, I dedded it was about letter. 
students of communications from time some of the students realize Second argument - food. 
other schools, and generally it the good things about Saga also. SAGA buys toip quality every-
turned out to be alot of fun!" First argument - cost. thing. I have seen full pans of 
As JAMAA is a newly There are many things that the fish thrown out because the 
formed club in its first academic average Ithaca College student wwrong grade was sent by the 
year, there is an incurred need to does not realize about where company and it cooked up horri-
sponsor fund-raising events in their board money goes. Do you bly. The cooks in the dining halls 
order to conduct activities rele· realize that the Ithaca College do this for their careers. They 
vant to its purpose. JAMAA administration has set the price are proud of what they do and I 
openly expresses its sincere rais- for next year's board already, think they do one hell-of-a-job. 
ing events in the past. Donations and a contract has yet to be They just aren't used to dealing 
from activities such as the Eg- settled? Do you realize that it is with as many spoiled children as 
bert Union bake sale, Dr. Rick the school, and not SAGA, that there are at this school. Chil-
Wright lecture, and the live will not let you have anything dren, this is college, not Mom-
broadcast/disco in cooperation other than a full meal plan? Do my's kitchen. This is cooking for 
with WHCU's NIGHTSOUNDS, you know why? Because this 500, not 5. Go to a state shool or 
have contributed to the clubs' college takes 56.8 per cent of even another non-SAGA school 
trip to the Howard conference, your board money! SAGA and compare. Four years ago, 
J AMAA looks forward to playing doesn't even get half of what you this school took a different 
a more active role next year in pay for your food. Sure, Cornell company and within about seven 
providing a specialized service to may do more with their board months, they were begging -
Ithaca College. money, but they also see more of SAGA to come back. How 
Brian Campbell that money. You pay 2.40 for continued on page 11 
Did Saga Prepare 
the Last Supper? 
Thomas Hobbes was wrong! He 
said that Man created institu-
tions to preserve himself, and 
yet we have established a (food) 
institution intent on killing us. 
Maybe I should be a good 
Christian and turn the other 
cheek, but I find this theological-
ly impossible to justify. I believe 
that if Saga had prepared the 
Last Supper then Christ would 
have had more to fear than just 
the Romans. Do you realize that 
all of Human History could have 
been changed if Christ had eaten 
'creamed beef. 
Is there any Nietzschean 
Superman willing to step for-
ward and take matters into his 
own hands? Or are we just going 
to sit back and "pass the peanut 
butter." 
I think Bertrand Russell 
summed it up nicely when he 
said, "I must, before I die, find 
some way to say the essential 
thing that is in me, that, I have 
never said yet-a thing that is in 
me, that I have never said yet-a 
thing that is not love or hate or 
pity or scorn, but the very 
· breath of life, fierce and coming 
from far away, bringing into 
human life the vastness and 
fearful passionless force of non-
human things." Do you see the 
point? This last quote does not 
fit and neither does SAGA at the 
present moment. 
Barry Diamond 
"You ('all this RESEARCH!!" 
• .... · .. !~l-' ,., .. , .. , ... • .• !. .. t-~ .... • ........ •~·.: ... ,1 .. ..,• ... •.,•,..,t • .:,r1.:-..•...!,J.!.·~·~-1,.:,~ •• '. 
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Covert Resigns Faculty Post 
~y Preston Stewart_ 
Mary Anne Covert, an As-
sociate Professor in the School of 
Music, resigned from her post as 
a member of the All College 
Tenure and Promotion Commit-
tee. Covert's resignation stem-
med from a request from the 
Faculty Council asking all com-
mittee members to resign. "It 
was not a political move, it was a 
matter of principle ... for me the 
whole issue was a matter of 
appeals." 
The Faculty Council felt that 
the Tenure and Promotion Com-
mittee was invalid because it 
made to appeal the new Tenure 
and Promotion Committee re-
commendations or the Provost 
recommendations. The decision 
for an appeals procedure was left 
for the Board of Trustees mee-
ting this past February to be 
inciuded in the negotiations of 
the Faculty Handbook. An 
appeals procedure was on the 
agenda, but the negotiations 
were interrupted by the faculty 
Halberstam 
on Media 
went into operation without a "Information," says Pulitzer 
procedure for faculty to appeal Prize-winning journalist David 
the Committee's recom Halberstam, "is power." And 
mendations. Also, the commit- the study of power has been 
tee was using new criteria to Halberstam's sole preoccupation 
make tenure recommendations. for the past decade, beginning 
This new criteria includes pro- with his series of books on 
fessors having a Ph D. and America's involvement in Viet-
showing excellence in the tea- nam ("The Making of a Quag-
ching field. "The conflict," said mire," "ho," and "The Best and 
Faculty Council chairperson Bill the Brightest") and ending with 
Straub, "is over criteria to be his newest book "The Power and 
used for judgement and how the Glory" which analyzes the pur-
procedure is to take place." veyors of information in Ameri-
According to Straub, out of the ca. 
24 faculty members who came up Halberstam, a speaker in 
for tenure last year, only ten Ithaca College's 1977-78 Distin-
received it . guised Visitors Series, will dis-
The acquisition of tenure cuss "The Power and the Glory" 
involves five steps: at 3 pm on Wednesday, April 5 in 
1. The chairperson of a the Main Theatre, Dillingham 
department, say politics, will Center for tbe Performing Arts 
propose tenure for those faculty on the LC. campus. The lecture 
members felt to be qualified in is free and open to the public. 
th a t d e p art m e n t ; Tantalizing bits of "The -
2. The Dean or Director of Power and the Glory" already 
that department's particular - have appeared in HARPER'S 
school, Humainities and Sciences MAGAZINE. The excerpts are 
for instance, will review the part of Halberstam's lengthy 
proposals and recommend those examination of the television 
felt to be qualified; industry as embodied by the rise 
3. Recommendations will go of CBS to its top position today 
to the Provost and the Tenure among the networks. 
and Promotion Committee. Both The book shows how televi-
parties review the recommenda- sion news grew and changed 
tions and make their own recom- from its -origins in radio; how 
mendations to the President; . television news became what it is 
4. The Preseident brings today; how the news anchor 
those recommendations of which position developed into a million-
he approves to the Board of dollar-a-year profession; how the 
T r u st e e s , a n d ; high cost of quality inhibits 
5. The Board of Trustees experimentation; and how profit, 
makes the final decision. not newsworthiness, often de-
According to the rules of the termines the depth and bteadth 
Governance Document and Fa- of television coverage. 
culty Handbook approved in Halberstam also explores 
1972, a faculty member. had the the power television has had to 
right to appeal a tenure denial. strengthen the office of the 
But under the current Gover- Presidency and at the same time, 
nance Document, passed in Octo- contribute to the downfall of two 
ber of 1977. no provisions were Presidents. 
Take an Education Vacation at RBT. 
You'll have more than a vacation thrs summer. 
111 one to 11 wer.ks you Cdll ea, n undergraduate 
or qraduate credit 111 
F,ne and Appi1Pd A1 ts 
Photography 
Film a11cl TV 
Inst, uct1011,il Tt>chnolouy 
Computer Science 
Humdnrtres 
Commun1cat1011s 
Social Srninces 
B us1ness 
Mathematics & S1.it1st1c, 
Eng,nee, 1ng Technolouy 
Machine Tool Technology 
Science 
and much, much more. 
For reg,stratron rnformat1011 .ind a 1978 
Summer Session bulletin, contact· 
Rochester Institute of Technology 
College of Continuing Educat ron 
One Lomb Memorial Orrve 
Rochester, NY 14623 
716/475-2234 
unionization efforts and an ap-
peals procedure was neverdrawn 
up. It is against the law for the 
employer (the Administration) to 
make contractual agreements -
with employees (the faculty) 
while the employees are attemp-
ting to · unionize. 
dure until the unionization ques-: the committee is reviewing this 
tion has been resolved. year's tenure recommendationsJ 
The Tenure and Promotion According to Provost Frank\ 
Committee consists of five te- Falcone, the administrator i,,' 
nured faculty members. Besides aware of the appeals probler/ 
Mary Anne Covert's resignation, and is currently proposing "ar.'_ 
John Harcourt is on sabatic, interim appeals procedure" just" 
leaving two positions on the for this year. Bill Straub verifiel i 
committe open. Those positions this and said that the Faculti : 
have been filled by Neil Mazza Council is currently working or! 
and Bill Bergmark. Together. the proposal : 
In other words, the admini-
stration and faculty can not draw 
up a permanent appeals proce-
SA B 
SPRING WEEKEND 
1978 
You. and tjOUJl.. 6Ju.e.ncl6 Me. c.oll.d.iilltj .invile.d :to 
a;t;te.nd :the. SAB SPRING WEEKENV 1978, We.dnv.,day, 
Apfl.1..1.. 5:th - Sunday, ApJul. 9:th: 
~ We.d. 
ThL.ui6. 
Ffl.i. 
Sa.t. 
Su.n. 
Le.oncuz.d Nhnoy 8 PM Gym 
A-6teAnoon 1 c.e CJI.e.am Spe.uaf. 
Rcun dcite. FJu.day 
F II.Ont O 6 Uru.o n. 
ChieU Minu.c.ci Band wlth KJiou.:t & Kahn 
9 PM X-Jz.oacl6 
F-U.m-6 - "lloUywood Blvd." 7: 00 PM & 
"Caged Heat" 9: 30 PM T102 
Chu.c.k. Mangione. 
F-ii.m6 (.6ee FIU.day) 
8 PM Gym 
Te.n~ 
Film -
Pafdy 9-72 PM 
"The. Lo.J.>t Tyc.oon" 
7 & 9:30 PM T102 
Advanx.a.ge. 
COME OUT AND 
CELEBRATE 
~(P~a~~ aaCLa~© 
with 
. 
~Ul~CP~ 
FRIDAY APRIL "l from 9 to 1 
TERRACES DINING HALL 
servina 
BEER AND WINE PUNCH Plus· 
FREE HORS o·ouEURES 
ADMISSION $2 includes 2 free 
drink tickets 
SPonsored· bY the Towers. 
•)I' l 
'I : 
i,: ;' 
'''))) l' \ 
- I) I)'' 
: , J ')} l. 
... 
. '' •,' 
'I·,; 
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Few Running For Student Positions 
i '.;. by David Rosenberg-
This year's nominations for ,. 
:, osil ions in nl'Xt year's student 
o, ernml·nt an: s<·an·e. Little 
,--.isianre is expe<·kd in many 
-k·l'l ion" whl•re only one nomina-
1on was submitted to the offi<·e 
ii st U(h·nt go\ ernment _ 
Cal hy Dl· Yoe is running a-
!' ·ain"I Tom Plastaras for senior 
;: ·la"" President. Whill• Cathy is 
;, ·t,nnin1• alom·, Tom has Jerry 
; SAB Chairperson 
My name is Steve Voge°i-
aum and I'm running for S.A.B. 
Chairperson_ The Student Ac-
.' Livities Board consists of five 
different committees: The Bur-
;, pau of Concerts, Speakers Com-
. mittee, Films Committee, Re-
. <'reation Committee, and the 
. Crossroads Committee. 
The S.A.B. Chairperson's 
job consists of budgeting money 
.. to each committee and coordinat-
ing the dates for all the events 
under each of the five commit-
. lPeS. 
I have had three years 
: experience on the Bureau of 
Concerts and also worked on the 
Riso and John Mello on his 
I id,l't. Riso is running for senior 
\ Wt·-pn·-;idcnl and Mello for se-
<Td ary for the senior class. 
Then· is only onl' nomination 
for l hl· Exl'<'Ut he Board dert ion. 
Tom (;rope is running for 
Prc·-.1dl'nl of I hl· st udl•nl body. 
1;,opc-'"- tid,l'I in,·ludl'S Rosl' 
:-;d1ud,·r for \ i<-e-pn·sidl·nt for 
( ·ampus Affairs, Carol Zehmer 
for , i<·t·-presidcnt of Aradcmi,·s, 
Linda Levermore for vice-presi-
tknt of Communirations, and 
Ila\ e Hansen for vil'e-president 
of l!usint•ss and Finanrc. Thl' 
onl~· opposition will <·onw from 
!{handy [)ia", who is st•t•king I ht· 
po-;it1on ol Vl<"t'·J>rt•-;idl'nl of -
1·amp11" Affairs. 
Th, r, 1-.. onl,,· Olll' pt·r-;on run-
111111 1'01 :-;1ud, nl Trusll't', l{obt•rl 
~l lll !11. 
:,-;J\ ! r-.., hairp,-r-;on 1-; sought by 
~k\ l'll \'ogelbaum and Tom 
Karp. t-;A!l lrt:a'-UrL·r 1s ~ought 
onl~· by l't·rry Tenwhin. 
l 11 h,-u ol l h,· limit l'd numht•r of 
n11m111al1on-., ,ldl Ilall,·nlll'ck, 
\ 1,, -l'n -;id, nl of t-;1 u,lc-nt I ·on-
1 1 ,,._-., -.au!. .. Th 1, i-., l hL· poorl'sl 
l urnout '-Ill<', ]\ ,. ht·t·n hl'rt·. 
Th,, ,·x1-.,1,-nn· ol onh· on,· hoard 
ha" nol b,-,-n don,· '-lll<'t· l\ ,. bt'l'll 
h, I, .. ·· 
The following statements - . 
from the candidates for office 
were composed entirely by the. 
candidates themselves. Each 
single independent candidate or ' 
each political party was allowed ; 
one statement to be submitted · 
by 3:00 pm Thursday and was to . 
be no longer than two typed : 
pages (double-spaced).· 
Steve Vogelbaum VSa Tom Carr 
Films Committee. I have also 
worked with other organizations 
and activities outside of S.A.B. I 
have served on Dorm Councils 
and Fall and Spring Orientation 
Committees. 
I am a Junior in Business 
Administration. I have had 
practical experience in negotiat-
ing contracts. 
I have a few ideas that I 
would like to see instituted if I 
am elected. I would like to see 
better communication betweeen 
the Activities Board and the 
students, and I plan to accomp-
lish this by having- ,1 ,lot for 
.'continued on page 11 
I am a junior recreation 
management and business admi-
nistration major, and I am a 
candidate for Student Activities 
Board Chairperson in the April 
4th election. I have worked on 
the executive board of the SAB 
Bureau of Concerts as Media 
Advertising Chairperson and -
presently as Business Chairper-
son. I have also worked with 
The issue of money has 
always been an important one 
with SAB and Student Congress. 
We do need mori> money but 
let's be realistic, and instead try 
to use our present allocations 
more efficiently. For instance, 
$1,000 was wasted this year on 
the William Colby incident. My 
idea of greater efficiency is not to 
continued on page 10 
201 S. THJP St. 
Ithaca, N.Y . . 
272-8262 
THE 
Music Store 
SAB Recreation Committee. I ---=--------------------,..--.a 
have been the representative to A ff'll i Jl ,- , J'C', ·
Student Congress from the - ~ J J"1' • \.;;, 
School of Health, Physical Edu-
cation and Recreation and I was G A rt DE N 
Vice-President of the Recreation 
M a j o r s C I u b . .. .. 
Collection For Tel Aren 1: [R~~TAt[RA~T] 
Fund ('hi nest' - Am,,ril·an Food A collection is being taken flute again; Another son, Nir, on campus in memory of Imri Tel was wounded in the leg. 
Aren who was killed in the On Friday, March 31, the 
118 W. State Street 272-73$0 
March 1978 terrorist attack near Ithaca Strings which will be .-------------------------------------------, 
Haifa, Israel Imri was the 14 conducted by Pamela Gearhart 
. year old son of a past visiting will dedicate one of its pieces to 
music (flute) professor--Hanoch lmri Tel Aren. In addition, those 
Tel Aren. Mr. and Mrs. Tel persons interested in sending 
Aren and five of their seven money--$3.00 will buy one tree--
children were returning to Jeru- which will go to planting trees 
salem from Haifa where they had in Israel as a living memorial for 
visited relations (the oldest sis- Imri, can send their name, 
ter and her new baby) when contribution, and any questions 
terrorists attacked the bus in to Dave Berman, in Ford Hall. 
front of their car a?Jd shot at Checks should be made payable 
their car too. Mr. Tel Aren who to Hadassah--Jewish National 
is first flutest for the Jerusalem Fund. The Tel Aren family will 
Symphony Orchestra was shot in receive a certificate of the mem-
the arm and may never play the ,o.,r_i_a .... I .. co.n .. t.... n... ·b.,u ... t1 ... ·o .... n ..... ____ _ 
* Library 
Tenure 
continued from page 1 
"There are positions that don't 
IPnd themselves to tenure -
trade," said President Whalen 
who continued to explain that, 
because of the standards by 
which proffessors are judged for 
lt'nure, i.e. teaching and scholar-
Iv work evaluation of librarians 
,~·ould b
0
e difficult. 
Z72-5847 
IT,H:AC"A 
l72- !;612 
ijappy Hour 8 . 10 p.m. Daily 
Friday 4 - 10 p.m. 
4 Rolling Rock $1.00 
25c Schmidt's Drafts 
75c top shelf 
50c House Brand 
R.UNCH 10•3 DAILY 
SANDWICHES 
BLT, ROAST BEEF, HAM, 
TURKEY,TUNA 
GOOD PEOPLE 
GOOD MUSIC 
GOOD TIMES 
AN EVENING WITH 
CHUCK 
MANGIONE 
THE CHUCK MANGIONE QUARTET 
~.. ' . ' _.. . . ' . ~ ', \~ AND 
THE CHILDREN OF -SANCHEZ 
Chuck's own 20-piece orchestra 
presented by 
The Ithaca Colle·ge Bureau of Concerts 
Saturday-April 8,1978 8:00 
TICKETS: 
$5.00-I.C. STUD~Wrs 
5,50-GENERAL PUBLIC 
6.00-DAY of SHOW 
Ben Light Gymnasium 
I • ff f' I I 0 
TICKET OUTLETS: 
I. C, EGBERT UiJION 
WILLARD STRAIGHT HALL 
BACH TO ROCK 
RECORD PEOPLE 
.. , R~CORD. °!-'OWN, 
t ,, I' . , •. , ••. ,1... ...... _.. ...... __ ..:...:,..:..;._..;..; ________ -:------------------------1 
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Student Tr.-stee 
BobSturm 
Are you aware of the various 
problems and issues that are 
currently facing us at Ithaca 
College? Unionization, student 
apathy, governancerestruc 
turing, lowering educational 
standards, tenure, rising tuition? 
You probably are - and are also 
wondering what can be done 
about them. Well, I'm Robert 
Sturm, candidate for Student 
Trustee, and I want to stop 
wondering what to do about 
them and start formulating a 
plan to begin solving these 
problems - with your help. 
Through my experience as: 
Independent Student Coalition. 
Trustee, Student Congress re-
presentative, initiator of the 
Alice Lory Memorial Fund, and 
as an aware participant in the 
SAB Treasurer 
fight for student rights, I am 
qualified in dealing with admini-
stration, problem -solving, and. 
trustee . decision making. 
In prior months I have been 
elected by the Independent Stu-
dent Coalition to be one of the 
three board members to serve in 
COPUS in Washington, which is 
a body responsible for lobbying 
for federal legislation. At the 
present time I am serving as a 
COPUS alternate gaining first 
hand experience of legislative 
lobbying. Because of my close 
contact with state legislation 
(ISC) and federal legislation -
(COPUS), my job as Student 
Trustee could only be enhanced. 
In the next year I would like 
to do the following: 
1. To incite mor; student 
Perry Temchin 
My name is Perry Temchin 
and I am running for S.A.B. 
treasurer. I am a business major 
and a junior. I've been involved 
in 8.A.B. with the Crossroads, 
films committee and speakers 
committee. I am a transfer 
student from the University of 
Rochester and while I was there 
I was involved with the concert 
and speakers committees. Be-
cause of my past experiences on 
' 
these committees at Rochester 
and here, I have a general idea 
for the feel of various committees 
which is an important aspect of 
the job of treasurer. 
I want to be treasurer 
because I like to get involved 
with school activities. I feel that 
college offers a lot and it's up to 
you to reach out and find it; 
hence college activities are de-
pendent upon student input. 
interest on campus. 
2. To promote more student 
involvement in external affairs 
that affert the college student, 
eg. Tuition Assistant programs, 
ERA, abortion, fire protection, 
marijuana laws, etc. by repor-
ting to the campus community 
current legislation in COPUS and 
ISC. Furthermore, to open new 
doors for epople who are interes-
ted in becoming involved. 
3. To find ways of increa-
~g ilie ~~gra~n ~ a~ wm-
munication between the four 
campus fractions (Administra 
tion, faculty, staff and students) 
and their roles. 
4. To continue the strug-
gle against rising tuition by 
concentrating my efforts on al-
ternative fund raising tech 
niques. Stated otherwise, to find 
external funding to take the 
burden off of our tuition dollar. 
5. To act as communica-
tion Jiason between the Board of 
Trustees and the campus com-
munity to express the concerns 
and attitudes of the Campus. 
One closing note, I promise 
that I will remain open-minded to 
any opinions of anyone who 
wishes to express them. There is 
much to do, and with your help in 
trusting me with your perspec-
tives, my position as Student 
Trustee will be beneficial to both 
you and me. 
Fasten Your Eat Belts! 
HELP YOURS.ELF TO THE 
·~ ~ ~+ 
.~~l,4JV 
Unlimited Appetizers & Desserts 
fhtaeluded with ALL Dinners! 
~rf6Jamoua 
TUl2UAC"~i 
-ITHACA~. 
Ring 272-6484 
·Executive Board 
The Grape Escape·. 
The primary goals of any Government by setting high 
student government should be to goals without a strong founda-
represent the views and con- tion. The result has been wasted 
cerns of their student body and time and effort with little im-
to express those views in a · provement in student represen-
constructive and positive man- tation. · 
ner. The "Grape Escape" com- Some of the ways the "Grape 
bines experience with new ideas Escape" will improve Student 
and people to meet the need of Government are by: !)seeking 
the Ithaca College community. out student opinions through 
We are: 
President -- Tom Grape: 
Vice President of Campus Af-
fairs, Steering Committee, Judi-
cial Committee. 
Vice President of Campus 
Affairs -- Rose Schueler: Chair-
person of SAB WACKY Commit-
tee 
Vice President of Academics 
-- Carol Zehner: Student Con-
gress Representative 
Vice President of Communi-
cations -- Linda Levermore: 
Dining Committee, Ambulance 
Committee, Office of Campus 
Activities 
Vice President of Finance --
Dave Hansen: Academic Policy 
Committee, Business School -
T.A., Business Honor Society 
Recently, we as students at 
Ithaca College have not been 
represented as effectively as we 
could be. This is due to a number 
of reasons, but primarily the fact 
that past Executive Boards have 
attempted to improve Student 
FjREPLACE 
campus group and dorm visits 
and conducting campus wide 
surveys. 2)Using Student Gov-
ernment money more efficiently 
by delaying payment on bills 
until the deadline, making more 
money available to other groups; 
by offereing incentive plans for 
groups so that money may be 
used several timea; by working 
in conjunction with other de-
partments to put on activities; 
and by encouraging groups to 
raise more funds themselves. 
3)Improving student communica-
tion with the college food service 
through participation in Dining 
Committee meetings and by invi-
ting food service representatives 
to Student Congress. 
There are many other impor-
tant issues we will address and 
seek out, but will do so most 
effectively with the backing of 
the student body. We encourage 
you to help yourself by voting 
YES for the "Grape Escape" on 
April 4th - THE GRAPE ES-
CAPE to a new student govern-
qtent. 
EQUIPMENT 
the iron shop 
· Sprint in :Ithaca ? 
Spring at !Isle of jouf 
The Academy Awards 
Bobbin Picks Flicks 
Bobbin Picks Flicks 
Bobbin Picks Flicks 
Bobbin Picks Flicks 
by Jay Bobbin 
In case anyone has any -
doubts about what I might be 
doing Monday night, let me point. 
something out: the Academy 
A wards will be handed out 
Monday evening for the 501 h 
time. That should destroy any 
wonder about what I'll be up to. 
Just think ... half a century 
has passed sinl'e those famous 
1.:.olden Osl'a_rs were first presen-
tl'd. In 1928, of course, the 
rnnll'ndl'rs were mostly silent 
films. This year's nominees 
indudl' pi,·t un•s that would be 
quill' lo,;( without sound (I'm 
surl' you l'an guess whil'h ones 
I'm referring to). 
Pl'opll' ask nk why I have such 
a kl'l'Il intl'rl'st· fo the Academy 
A wards. If I rould answer that, 
I'd also bl' abll' to l·Xplain how my 
affL·rtion for movies developed, 
whi,·h ICAN'T. It's always fun, 
though, to foe! that you know 
l'nough about a subjl'd to handi-
,·ap thl' winners in a ra,·e. 
Last year, I didn't fare too 
badly in thl' major rategoriL·s 
lthough my Bl'st Supporting 
.'\l'tor and Artress choices were 
way off base). What othersoog 
,·ould ha, e gi\ en a ,·hallenge to 
"EH·rgreL·n"'? In taking a look at 
this yl'ar's nominel'S, I see some 
, L·ry tight ,·ontests. I like to read 
about t hL· 0,;l'ar predil't ions 
made by major film critics and 
Las \'l'gas oddsmakers, but 
they\e bel'n wrong quite often. 
This yl'ar I'm going purely on my 
own instini·t. Many people I've 
talkl'd to are in disagreement 
with my picks, but at least if I go 
down in flames, I'll have set my 
own fire. 
Okay, Bobbin, enough blab-
bl'ring ... here ar1.> the major 1978 
Osl'ar nominees, my chokes of 
winnl'rS, and why I 1·hose them. 
BEST PICTURE NO 
MINEES": Annil' Hall, The Good-
byl' Girl, Julia, Star Wars and 
Thl' Turning Point. 
l\l' seen all the nominated 
films l'Xrl'pt for The· Turning 
Point, whirh is sold out nearly 
l'\ l'ry timL· I get dosl' to it. I'v.e 
'il'l'n dips from it, and though it 
looks Vl•ry good, I'm discounting 
its ,·hani·l'S of winning. (I realize 
that· some of you .may not think 
that's fair, but it's just a feeling I 
haH-). I don't think Star Wars 
will ~·l'I it, bl'1·ause there are 
n111rL· humanisli" and optimistic 
films in thl' ra,·l', Annie Hall will 
probably get the Bl'st .Screenplay 
. honors, but it's still a Woody 
Allt.'n film, universal enoug-h yet 
largely his own memoires. Same 
thing with Julia, but I give the 
Lillian Hellman tale the next--
best shot at the Osrar. My Best 
Pkt un· pirk is The Goodbye Girl. 
_ .I ran't think of a niore satisfying 
and totally fulfilling movie in the 
Bobbin Picks Flicks 
la,;t twl'IH· months. Besides, 
Hollywood loves Neil Simon. It 
'"an't ignore Woody Allen's a-
,. hi L·\ L·men t, t houg-h. A ft er -
Woody gl'IS thl' orii.dnal s,-ript 
award, aml'nds will be made to 
Mr. Simon by naming- The nood-
hyL· (;irl Best Picture. 
BEST AC 'TRESS NOMINEES: 
:\nnL· Banrroft and Shirley Mac-
Lainl' in The Turning- Point; Jane 
Fonda in Julia; Diane Keaton in 
Annil' Ilall, and Marsha Mason in 
ThL· (;oodhyl' Girl. 
Though l\fason was good, it was 
Ri,·hard Prl'yfu~s who really 
l'a\ l' (;oodbyl' (;irl its bark bone. 
Kvaton was "lah-dl'L··dah" cutesy 
in Annil· Hall, but it was more 
Woody Alll'n·s film. :\!though 
l\lad.ainl' and Fonda an, very 
,;t rong n>nll'ndL·rs, I'll give the 
,_.d~·L· to Anm· Banrroft. Again, I 
,·onl"L·ss to not ha\ing SL'L'n Tur-
ninr Point, but in t hosl' scenes 
I\ l" \ iL·WL·d, Banrroft is ek,,·tri-
l.vin~·. tlf nothin1: l'lsl', we'll see 
how d,i,;l' my gul'sswork is on 
1 hi-; one). 
BEST :\1TOR NOMINEES: 
Woody Alll'n in Annie Hall; 
Ri,·hard Dn·yfuss in The Good-
hYl' ( ;irl; Marrello Mastrianni in 
.-\ Spe,·ial Day; Ril'hard Burton in 
Equus; and John Travolta in The 
lll'e (;L·t·s Festival of llits ... er, 
~at urday Night Fever. 
Burton's arting has not gar-
n,·rL·d as many raves as·some of 
t hl' ,·ompL·I ing pl'rforman,·es. 
Mastrianni'! Well, how many 
pl'opll' ha1,,l' hl'ard of A Special 
f)ay'! You've got it. Woody 
didn't rl'ally a,·t in Annie Hall; he 
wa,; bl'ing himself in the guise of 
":\hy Singer". I think he'll get 
that writing Osl'ar, but he'll be 
O\ l'rl akt·n in this category. 
Tra\olta might just be able to 
pull out in front, but my faith lies 
in Rkhard Dreyfuss to be named 
BL·st Artor. He does more to 
l'Xl'mplify mall' liberation in 
thl',;l' slightly feminist "70s than 
anv ot h1.·r art or ever has. As I 
-;ai through The Goodbye Girl, I 
-.aid to mysl'lf, "I wish I could be 
lilw him." (;o, Dreyfuss, g-o! 
BF.ST SUPPORTING Ar-
TRESS NOMINEES: Leslie 
Browne in The Turning Point. 
Quinn Cummings in The Good-
bye Girl, Melinda Dillon in Close 
Encoun!l'rs of the Third Kind, 
\"anl'ssa Redgrave in (or rather, 
as) Julia, and Tuesday Weld in 
Looking for Mr. Goodbar. 
The ,·ompetition is admirable, 
but the Osrar here belongs to 
\'anessa Redgrave. Her appea-
ram'l'S in Julia are brief but 
incrl'dibly powerful. Besides, 
when you're classy, you're clas-
s;;y. 
!{EST SUPPORTING ACTOR 
NOMINEES: Mikhail Baryshni-
kov in The Turning- Point; Peter 
Firth in Equus; Alec Guiness in 
Star Wars; and Jason Robards 
and Maximilian Schell in Julia. 
Though Srhell stands a g-ood 
"hance (he g-ets unbelievable 
mileage out of a three-minute 
role), this award will in all 
liklihood g-o to that old pro, Alec 
Guiness. He's the only one who 
outads R2-D2 and C-3PO. 
Regarding- Best Director, I'll g-o 
with Star Wars wizard George 
Luras. His expert handling- and 
,·ombining of all the complicated 
l'lements in the space fantasy 
shows directing at its best. (I'm 
out on a limb here, since the 
dirl'<"tor oft he year's best picture 
almost always gets the Oscar in 
his own rategory). 
ThL· last major pri7l' is that for 
!ll',;t Song. If you ha\en't seen 
any Pisnl',V films in the last year, 
you won't know two of the 
nominl'l'S. Rl'ml'mber The Slip-
PL·r and thl' Rosl', thL· musii-al 
about 1indl'rella'! You don't'! 
Thl'n forget the third rhoire. 
"~obody Dol's it Bl't ll'r·· is a good 
t unl', but t hL· Osear will go to 
"You Light Up My Lift,", the 
yl'ar',; biggt•-it musiral Boonl' -
uh, boon. tBl'sides, Debby is 
1-.inda <·ute). 
Sol hl'l'l' are my predirtions for 
thi,; Monday's annual Academy 
.I\ wards. I rertainly hope I'm 
,;oml'what ,·orrl'I'(, as I will hate 
walking around this rampus with 
L"/! /! on my fa,·e Tuesday. 
V.'hall'\l·r the rl'sults, the cen·-
mony itself will be filled with the 
l'lan;ourand glitter that can only 
a,·nm1pany a 50th anniversary. 
In llollyw-0od, a town renowned 
for doing things in a big wa~ 
n>uld well be thL· most 
exriting I lit tl'r in 
awards history. 
" • • 4 ••••• jl • f a ••• " •• · ••• t ,. • f • I f '; ·- 0 \ ...... • ..... ',, • ', • 
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Review 
The Three Sisters: Quality on the I.e. Stage 
by Paul Bernstein years though, it is not the lousness proved most precise and 
THE THREE SISTERS is a prowess or integrity of such the opening night spectators 
production that seems to have work that comes as. such a showed their appreciation by 
accomplished a major goal of the pleasant surprise, but rather remaining highly receptive 
stage. It vividly evokes a means that of a poised and well balanced throughout the course of the 
for discovering the theatre a- ensemble of acting majors. production. 
fresh, both as an artform and a In the final week of their Professor Jim Lauricella, 
humanistic experience. Anton dr udging two and a half month who directed the play attained a 
Chekhov's playwriting artistry rehearsal schedule, the actors very fine unity which is appar-
has been virtually unsurpassed complained of a great need for rently due largely to the physical 
in the rich legacy of Russian audience response and beckoned chemistry within his carefully 
literature, and his contemporar- · to the technical crew for some select ed cast. 
ies were of a rare breed that type of honest reaction to their As the play opens, we 
toiled earnestly towards expres- final work in progress. In most overhear Olga Prozoroff men-
sive perfection. After sorrie 75 cases, this calculating meticu- tion that it has been exactly one 
_ year since the death of their through the walls of the house through teaching. She is bril 
I 
I: 
~ 0 C::J a c:i a c:::::a a c:i El am III am 1111111111 II llllllCI a ic:::i a &:::I a c::i a C?:1 a a; father. The clock chimes mid- via theatre in the round. The liantly portrayed by Margie 
a 
'1 H .llllt & night, and there is one of many actors portray a period of social Johnson, whose fretful glares ar, I "'lllllfi' • pauses before they get on with unrest but it soon becomes so borderlined to madnss that ; a O "llfr4 I their tedious lives once more. apparent that our concentration felt compelled to sometimes look , 0 .,. , • Soon the house is full of visiting is not meant for the vastness of away from her and onto some ol ·: ~ ~ ....... --• ,: I soldiers and family but the focus the impending revolution. In- the milder activities that filled in 
U • has been well directed and our stead we enter into a tense the background of the playing : 
• \IP, I attentions are often manipulated psychological drama. space. m. \f"~ Al without our even realizing that a Audrey Binderoff's Irina ii 
• . : transition has been made. Then The options of each character are ever so delicate and her brief Q .. .. 13 Kulygin casually mentions that narrowed through a dramatic moments with her younger brn ·. 
a : the Prozoroff cl_ock is . eight process in which each succeeding ther and the elderly Chebutyk1n :: a U minutes fast. Time begms to choice will make the next more added greatly to the less formal :j 
a a seem absurd in this home and limited. It is from this objectiv intimacy that is so necessary to ·
1 a O already, before the close of the viewpoint that Anton Chekhov realism. Masha, the third sister. _, 
• first act, we feel a sense of the was able to whittle this particu- is of a more coarsened nature, 'J D cyclic nausea that has put such a Jar plot to a theatrical urgency due greatly to her marriage to a ! .. a 
.. 
• stalemate on their existence. that is recognized as classic schoolteacher with whom sh, ·; a Life takes place in Russia at among classics. was once infatuated. Helene:: 
• the turn of the century and the Olga Prozoroff the eldest McCardle is rather frightening in 1 a 
.. 
a 
a 
B 
Ill 
a 
J/~IMuj FOR 
MEN AN·o WOMEN 
FEATURING 
REDKEN & RK 
~ B~~~~;:/ ;~;j;H& M~di~ z::.1 
a Bob Buchmann . '.J. a who are currently recording in all upcoming Central New York D a Ringo Starr is recording his Paris. Concerts - announced or unan-
.. PRODUCTS 
a O first album on the Portrait label, Jackson Browne's "Running nounced - are given a way to a a branch of CBS Records. on Empty" . , Barry Manilow's those who mail a postcard or . ; 
a ; Burton Cummings was the first "Even Now" have "gone platin- letter to the station. a U major artist to record on Portrait um", meaning that sales are in Steve Seidmon, Director of 
a 272 5092 111 Records two years ago. War is excess of one million copies. Music Research at ICB-FM, has a . • n recording the yet another sound- The California Jam is over. tabulated t:he fifteen most popu-
• •·track album, this time for a 250,000 people attended one of Jar albums in Ithaca, based on a D movie billed "Youngblood". - the largest rock concerts in album sales in four Ithaca stores. 
a • James Taylor is producing sister history, paying between $12.50 (The number in parenthesis fl 359 .ELMIRA RD•.7,.., PARKING O Kate's first album on Columbia and $17.50 a head. The concert indicates last week's rating). 
• • Records. Other new albums can featured Bob Welch, Santana, 1) Billy Joel-"Stranger"(l) a "TOGETHER BUT SEPAllATr D be expected from Leo Sayer, Heart, Dave Mason, Ted Nugent, 
a • Harry Chapin, Pheobe Snow, Foreigner, and Aerosmith. _ 2) Soundtrack . "Saturday Night 
n D Wings, and the Rolling Stones, Fever" (3) 
rfl.JIIIIU_l_1_•_1_11_1_1_1_1_1_1_~ 
The ·weekly Activities Board of 
SAB presents-===:. 
Leonard Nimoy 
on APril 5 in the Ben Liaht 
REDIO PROGRAMMING 
WVBR-FM (93.5) will fea-
ture the blues of Johnny Winter 
and Muddy Waters this evening 
at 10 PM "Live from the Bottom 
Line". Saturday at noon "Back-
track" will feature Paul Simon's 
first LP. Sunday evening at 7, 
Foghat will be highlighted on the 
King Biscuit Flower Hour. 
3) Little Feat · "Waiting For 
Columbus (14) 
4) Earth, Wind, & Fire - "All n' 
All" (5) 
5) Fenaissance - "Songs for All 
Seasons ( 11) 
6) Eric Clapton - "Slowhand" (71 
7) Patti Smith Group - '"Easter" 
(N) 
8) Steely Dan - "Aja" (6) 
9) Jackson Browne - "Running on 
Empty" (2) 
10) Fleetwood Mac - "Rumours" 
(4) 
ICB-FM (92), in conjunction 
with SAE Films at Ithaca Col-
lege, will present a "Beatles 
Weekend". The station will play 
a heavy load of Beatles music 
while SAE shows the films 
"Help", "Hard Day's Night", 
"Yellow Submarine", and "Let It 
Be... Saturday morning at 11, 
ICB-FM will feature the musical 
"Beatlemania". 
Monday at midnight the 
"ICE-FM Mini-Concert" will fea-
ture music from Led Zeppli11. 
Tuesday at midnight "Long -
Play" will present Steely Dan's 
"Pretzel Logic" album. Last in 
the station's midnight, series is 
Wednesday's "Midnight Snack", 
spotlighting the Byrds. 
f, 
11) Chuck Mangione - "Feels So 1• 
free with Uo Co 
t, D. and SI.OO 
for · seneral 
Public . .,
Make it a 1 oint 
h h. y ' to .ear .. 1m. 
In addition, ICE-FM has 
scheduled a major ticket and 
album givaway, where passes for 
Hoaeies In 3 Sizes 
Groceries 
Good" (N) 
12) Warren Levin - "Excitable 
Boy" (12) 
13) Barry Manilow - "Even Now" 
14) Kansas - "Point of Know 
Return" (-) 
· 15) Elvis Costello - "My Aim is 
True" (N) 
Cold Beer. & Soda 
Homemade Salads 
*272-7592* 
Mon-Sat 9AM·IOPM Sun 9AM ·SPM 
FREE ~ELJ~ERY, JNo Sun •. DeliverYl 
t ( 
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Bobbin/ Little Cause For 'High Anxiety 
by Jay Bobbin 
Ah, what a lovely day for a 
flight to San Francisco. The sky 
is so clear, you can look in the 
plane's windows and see the 
passengers. They all look very 
happy · eXl'ept for one rather 
nl'rvous fellow in the back. He is 
Dr. Ri1·hard II. Thorndyke (Mel 
Brooks), the new head of the 
Psy1·ho-Neurot ic Institute for the 
\'cry, Very Nervous. Is his 
stability shot because of his new 
job? No, it's something- else: he 
sul'fL·rs from Hig-h Anxiety. 
Did you ever sec Alfred Hiteh-
1·o<'k 's Vertigo? How about 
l'syrho, or The Wrong Man'? 
Wdl, if you aren't familiar with 
the master of mystery's work, 
you'll bc.g-oing- into Hig-h Anxiety 
with the de<'k stacked ag-ainst 
you. Brooks makes l'ertain that 
~''l· know his intentions from the 
opening title 1·ard, which dedi-
"at l·:-. thl' film tollil<-hcock·. 
Brooks" story takes many 
pn·dktabk turns - too many. 
The sanitarium is first prL'Sided 
O\ l'r by the l'Onni, ing Dr. Mon-
t al! Ul· 1llarH·Y Korman) and 
!'Jurse J)il·sd tl']oris Leal'hman), 
who i-; feminine the saml' way 
thal a bulldog is. Also on the 
l·'<e<·uti\ e st aft' is Wl'ak-willL'd 
Pr. \\'L·ntworth tDi,·k \'an Pat-
tL·n, thL· father iH T\'"s Eight is 
1·: n o u g h cl a n ) . 
WhL·n ThorndykL' begins che,·-
hin;! into some of the patients' 
syndromes, he questions the 
ldlow who thinks he's a dog and 
i hl· ot hl'r guy who has a recur-
rinµ -;houldl'r pain and sees 
v:en·wohl's 1this latter bit is 
funn\· at first. but Brooks should 
h;I\ t_- stopped the <'ameras about 
I WO minulL·S soonL•r). 
Anyone l'an tdl who the bad 
: U,\''i ar
0
t·, but in true Hit,·hcol'k 
tradition, Brooks doesn't due us 
,non their main S<'hcmL' until late 
in the pro<"eedings. There arc 
lots of obvious rdl'ren<"es (i.L·. 
··\h·l'l mt· at the north-by-north-
w,-st ,·orner," "A Mr. Mal'(;uffin 
1,·l't a n1t-ssagl' for you," t·t<".) and 
"t·\l'l'al distindly imitiative 
-,, , nt·" , t hL· P'iy,·ho shower S<"ene 
- wil h a nt·wspaper instead of a 
hrnf.:. th,· atla<'h of The Birds) 
that ind,·,·d pay homagl· to old 
!I1td1. 
Hut what elst' dol'S High 
An,idy do'! 13y thl' standards 
Brook 'i has pn·\ iously set, not 
much. I laughl'd myself si1·k at 
!na7ing Saddles. Both Tht' 
l'rodun·rs and Young Franken-
-;tl'in were funny with a dl'i'inite 
plotlint·. Silent Movie was 
-;implisti<', Keystone Kops-type 
fad. Evl'n The Twelve Chairs 
has its memorable moments. But 
in thl' same regrettable way that 
hi-; prolt·ge (;enc Wilder did in 
ThL· World's (;realest Lover, 
Brooks yields to ,·heap, blatant 
1. ags I hat lt·ave your memory as 
'ioon as they're done. 
It'-, all well and good to see a 
filmmakl'r salutL' one of his idols -
IF t hl' pil'! ure is a sort of 
d!wUml·nt ary and is understood 
a-; -;u,·h. lligh Anxiety is meant 
to b,· a pi,·,·t· of l'nll·rtainment for 
an audien,·t· as well. Though he 
rt·<-rl'alL-s the llitl'hco<'k atmo-
-;phl'n· wdl, Brooks doesn't use 
it to shapl· anything \ ery original 
or - to bl' painfully honest - very 
Jil\L·rl''iting. 
.'\n unusual sidt·light is that the 
b,,-,t, most ('onsistent portion of 
1 hl' mO\ it· doesn't involve all that 
many gigglL·s. At a psy1·hiat rist's 
,·on\L·ntion, Thorndyke is asked 
Delicious Crepe £ntrees & Desserts 
Dinners 
' ,· 
. i! 
Cocktails Wines 
• Lunch Dinner 
European Atmosphere 
Moderate Prices 
Open 7 days tilt I am 
602 Elmira Rd. 277-0123 
Pyramid Mall 257-0777 
Bankamericard Mastercharge 
to sing for the gToup. He 
modl'stly takes the microphone 
and launC'hes into - what else'! -
"High Anxiety". Surprisingly 
enough, Brooks is a sincere, 
t·ntL"rtaining- crooner. 
As usual, Brooks has ga-
l hL"red a fine ,·ast of comic actors. 
flarVL·y Korman is his natural 
1•rinning sly self in a medicalized 
\ ersion of his Hedley Lamarr 
rolL· in Blazing Saddles. Dick 
\'an Pat ten is meek, nervous and 
moust·y. As Brophy, Ron CarL·Y 
is, at best, totally ridiculous. 
Howard Morris, an old TV 
sidekick of Sid C:aesar and Imo-
gl'nl' C:oca in their heyday, is 
sprightly as Thorn<lyke's men-
I or. Dr. Lill om an. 
Thl'n, there are the women of 
High Anxil'ty. M,adeline Kahn, 
the pl'rfl'('I femme fatale of any 
Brooks movie, is terrific as the 
traditional blonde heroine of 
Ili11·h<'O('k mysteries. Kahn is so 
m uc·h a part of the Mel Brooks 
movil· machinery that to have 
anyone elsl' in this part would be 
traitorous. She plavs Victoria 
Hri-,bant·, t hl· daughtl·r of a 
wealthy sanitarium patit·nt she 
ha-;n't ht•t•n allowed to see. She 
appl·al-; to Thorndyke's better 
naturt·, which opt·ns up an enor-
mous <'an of worms. (No, not 
literallv). 
To irv and clt·s1-rilw the way 
, I 'loris; Ll:achman looks as Nurse 
PlL'"l'I i,-, to llirt with dangt•r. Iler 
chl':-.t i'i ... Uh, well, er ... quitc 
prominl'nt. Id us say. Shl'S the 
hl·~I -;ight gag in the pirture, 
with t·nough panrak1• makeup on 
lo ha\1· bn•akfast for an army 
battalion. Iler sinister act is 
nv\ t·r really ovt•rdone, one of the 
kw t hmgs in Iligh Anxil'ly I hat 
,_,n·1. 
I really wonder if it's time 
for Brooks to chang-e his writing 
partners. This is the second in a 
row that he's ,·onceivt•d with 
Barn· Levinson, Ron C:Iark and 
Rud): DeLul'a (all of whom have 
hit parts m High Anxiety). The 
matt·rial ht•re stalls out, and 
mU<'h of it does givt' I hat deja-vu 
f,Tling. Brooks has had among 
his ot ht•r S<Tipt eollaborators 
Rwhard Pryor (Blazing Saddles) 
and Gent· Wilder (Young Fran-
kl'nstein). The I urnover is what 
ha~ kt•pt things fresh, and 
Brooks should take a due from 
that before tackling his next 
projert. 
Despite its !laws, High An-
x1dy is a very good-looking film 
in terms of lorat ion filming and 
produ<'tion value. The g-lass 
devators of San Francisco's Hy-
att House have been captured in 
othl'r films (notably, The Tower-
ing Infl'rno), but they are still 
used to good advantage. The 
hotels are plush, and the final 
-;l'(tinv. is suitably creaky and 
eerie. 
As a fan of Mel Brooks, I left 
High Anxil'ty regrettably disap-
poinlL-d. It provides a few smiles 
and giggll's, but the big- payoff 
ncvl'r romes. Sophmoric stooge-
ry just doesn't cul it anymore 
without some degree of story 
-;ubstan,·e. Oy vay, Mel, gel it 
to~ether next time ... PLEASE1 
RELAX THIS 
SUNDAY NIGHT in 
I the CROSSROADS 
11\1 with 
CAROL McCANN 
& 
UICKI GENFAN 
9:00Pm 
THE CROSSROADS COMMITTEE WOULD LIKE TO 
APOLOGIZE for the post-ponement of the performance 
of KROUT&KAHN with the NEW BAND scheduled_ 
originally f~r March 29. Their p_~rf ?.r_mance will be on 
Friday, April 7. We hope you will 1010 us. 
.1 
! 
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i. 
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The Three Sisters Continue A. Strong Tradition 
continued ·. from S.H .. page 2 Senior Joan Bellow's harsh· real to life than others. There bi.nation sprang from the rela- pathetic character of Kulygin, 
trated sister who falls into a treatment of Natasha is properly seemed to be slight variations in ·tio iship between actors Richard portrayed by Ross Hindley, that 
hopeless love affair with the . irritating as she marries Andrei, the directorial syncronization of Whalan and James Lish as they most affected those who attend-
married Colonol Vershinin. Aar- the younger, in whom the three believable energies throughout a coupled to persue their adverse ed on Tuesday, as he offered up a 
on Lustig plays this philosophiz- sisters had placed so much faith number sof moments in the play relationship to an off-stage duel taste of the truely polished actor 
ing young man in this, his final for the future. for that matter, but the style in near the closing_ of the play. at work. 
challenge on the I .C. Stage. He Serving to break up and which an actor should play a There is a gunshot in If any facet ot the production 
shows us no less fervence this disguise Chekhov's carefully - Chekhov character, is nearly a the distance and we somehow left something to be desired, it 
time than we have come to paced sequence of events were school of thought in itself. This find it easy to envision the good tended to be technical. The 
expect in the highly energized Mitchell Solomon and Shana type of staged reality is far more Baron Tusenbach as he falls to sparsely designed set, despite 
quality of his craft. Judin whose highly characteriz- subject to poetic license than the earth. it's grand furnishing properties, 
Another who is ending his ed versions of the servants that which we are accustomed to, Don Heitman's sensitive - seemed too simple and vague to 
appearences here in Ithaca is Ferapont and Anfisa brought and it would be wrong to portrayal of the brother Andrei properly support the fragile 
John Hutton who cleverly plays about a most important element consider these fluctuations as is very consistant. This brooding fourth wall of the theatre when it 
the old doctor. Appearing aged of comic relief. An overtreat- oversights, when they were in character must undergo several is presented in the round. The 
through his make-up, he is in ment of such comical liberties can fact the well thought out deci- transitions in temperament and costuming,however,helps greatly. 
genuine continuity with the stud- be dangerous though, as some sions ~f the director. his performance is impressive. To attend this production in · 
ied moulding of his body and characters began to appear more A surprisingly authentic com- Finally though, it was the its four act entirety is an intellec-
voice tual committment to the atten-
tion. The intricacy of Chekhov 
LICK-IT SCHOLARSHIP 
Offered for the 
has been cleverly hidden in the 
form of superfluous triviality and 
the ultimate meanings and sym-
bolisms can be easily overlooked. 
The playwright has even called 
THE THREE SISTERS a come-
dy and often it is just that. We 
· are immediatly confronted with 
·the question, however, of what 
·has moved us to this laughter. In 
Chekhov, the audience is made to 
feel uncomfortable before they 
see the comedy, and in truth, the 
comic sense is one of pathos. 
78- 79 SchoolYear 
APPiications and information are 
available at Lick-It and in the Financial 
Aid Off ice. APPiications must be 
returned to the I.C. Financial Aid 
off ice by APril 10. 1978. 
-
Students r::== 
Summer positions· available 
Staff needed for the following: 
At the end of the stroy we 
find that the dream of moving to 
a new life in Moscow is too laden 
with the practicalities of life. 
The sisters conclude that they 
must remain and endure their 
miserable consequence. Despite 
their losses and downfalls 
though, they resolve to seek 
again, some sort of purpose and 
hope in life. The audience is left 
with neither optimism, nor pes-
simism. The view of the play, in 
reflection, is an objective one 
which is a tribute to both the. 
author and the production. THE 
THREE SISTERS is stunning. 
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday 
will be the final showdates and 
advanced bookings for the 8:15 
performances are suggested. 
·b- - - -tt- -r-u .. - - - • - • - -1~~-.._, .... -r-,. .. •r____________ .,, ______ ,, __ _,,~,._..._.._ -..-..0-... 
Basketball 
Soccer 
Baseball 
I Lacrosse Gymnastics 
Fencing 
Film Making 
Ham Radio· 
Na,ture 
Wa terf root: 
W a terskiing 
W.SJ. 
Small Craft 
Instructors 
Arts and C-raf ts 
Woodshop 
Photography 
Drum Instruction 
Piano 
Guitar 
Track 
Weight Training 
Tennis D,.,_ ___________ ,,_.,_.c,,_..~,_.- _....,_ - .....,,........,._a...,,_,._n_c_ ,..._t._a_.,_,_._.-. 
lL@v(8 ofi children is a necessity. On camp-us interviews to b~ held 
today9 Friday March 31, 1978 at the Office of Career Planning 
10·00 A· M 5·00 p M · ·t IIA CAMPWINADU 0 
•• • • • or wri e or ca - SHELLEY WEINER, DIR. 
(212-691·9682) 1 Patchin Place 
New York, N. ~. 10011 
D-D 
-c- - LI-I:- I - - -a 
, .... # \ 
- ' ' .. .. . ~ . . . . . ' . . , ' . . . . 
', '.·- . ,,, 
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The reasons for changing the 
required signatures to major 
requirements only are listed 
below: 
The adjusted process ad-
dresses the major problem areas 
that have existed with pre-regis-
tration in the past. It stills puts 
the needs of majors first, but it 
~ill give each department course 
demand information that is es-
sential for future planning. 
Students will be limited to 
turning in ca_!"ds for a maximum 
of 16 credit hours (not counting 
GIPPE courses). Any student 
1. The new process will give 
each student a more equal chance 
to get into non-major courses. 
Students will be scheduled on a 
class basis ~ith s~niors first, 
juniors second, etc .. 
2. It will give each depart-
. ment a chance to see student 
demand for courses and make 
The deans, department chair-
men and faculty will have ap-
proximately 4 weeks to consult 
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SUMMER CAMP OSITION 
AVAILABLE AT 
CAMP SEQUOIA 
ll.OCATED IN CATSKILL MTNS11 Df.\'J OO•Wa 
- our 47th year . 
l?OSDTHONS AVAILABLE AS: 
cabin counsellors and instructors in land sports, water sports (WSI), 
head drama, arts and crafts, ceramics, p~-otography, ham radio, 
gymnastics, tennis, nurses (RN) 
lnte~view date: April 11 (on campus) 
applications and information available at office of Career Planning. 
Sign op for appoin'tment. 
I 
duling pro_cess begins in late 
May. Students will receive their 
Fall schedules about June 12. 
Each student will have the choice 
of either using this schedule to 
begin the Fall semester or com-
ing to registration in the Fall to 
make changes. 
1- Students living off campus 
should pick up their preregistra-
tion packets which are available 
now in the Registrar's Office, 
Joh 2. 
2- Seniors have until April 14 to 
remove incompletcs in courses 
they need for graduation. That 
is two weeks from today. 
3- Students are reminded to 
check the revised Spring semes-
Dr. Zillah Eisenstein, Assis-
tant Professor of Politics, was 
denied an initial request for 
release time (exemption from 
teaching an additional course) in 
order to continue the Feminist 
speaker series. 
. ter examination schedule. This 
revised schedu!e has been circu-
lating on campus since the be-
ginning of this semester. 
Becaus~ of the change in 
Humanities and Sciences courses 
from four credits to three credits 
each faculty member must teach 
an additional course. Dr. Eisen-
stein requested exemption from 
teaching an additional section of ..... - --
It Quality Custom ' ,I 
,~ Framing 
1"he-Frame Shop 
- 16 Years Experience 
414 W. Buffalo St. ,, 
272-1350 
' 
...., - -
II 
her introductory course to allow 
her time to continue organizing 
the series. 
The request was initially 
denied about the refusal, by Tom 
Longin, Dean of H&S. When 
questioned 
The request was initially 
denied by Tom Longin, Dean of 
H&S. When questioned about 
the _refusal, Dean Longen ex-
plained that the Politics depart-
ment needed to give him a 
"full-blown proposal" and he 
indicated that he needed more 
m Dr. Eisenstein has voluntarily 
• coordinated the Feminist Speak-I ers Series for the past five years. 
• The series of lectures given by I women historians, philosophers, 
11 anthropologists, economists, and n political scientists is gaining na-
.. tional recognition. Student con-D cern for maintaining the series 
• has been expressed in the form of 
111 petitions circulating throughout 
U the campus. 
.. 
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Cl,un9 IJtee 
AN,ERiC.AN & CHINESE 
RESTAURANT 
124 CODDINGTON ROAD 
ITHACA N Y. 14850 
rn_ ·n071 273-1234 
l BLOCK FROM 
CJ\MPUS 
• •• 1-·-·~·-·-·-·-·-·-·~·-·~.~~-·-·-·-~-·-·-·-~-·-··~·---A-
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Connolly Resigns 
l.~~f~'.~f~'~' . '1!. 'i\~~J/!,ts1rg~ c·:: . . " 
t:} /j.'" ·'',,:.:. ":-.> ' ' hL--;t t lmL· to mah• a dl'('lSJOn. '.,,j, ,., ... ,., . . . 
I,~, ".°'..' , .... · -· •. , /\ natJH· ol St. Paul, Mmn., I::) :(/:: · : Connolly rl'<'l'iVl'd hL•r ha<'helor's 
· .. ,,. · ' ·· · · · dv: 1 rt·e in physi,·al edu<·ation at 
(:,? · th,_. UnivL·rsity of Minnt>sota-Du-
(::\, };.\_-:: ·,· .' ·· · il,tl1 ·,1ncl l1L·1· n1,·1s.·tt·1··,,_- 1·n t·XL·r·,·1·sL• 
1··;·(~'.~ /.?)/:-.::. · 1 from thv lJniH·r-.;it_v of Mas-
. , .• ,, ,<·~······ ·, · ,.;,whusl'lll's.;. Bdon• "oming to 
l.1it_'! '"1.i~;_f.; t:J!::\?f i{f,i~?!I i;t{~ 
t..i Wi-;,·on,.;in Statt.: t1tk- in 1974-75. 
Jtha<'a f'ollege women's bas-
kl'l ball 1·oarh Mary 1,onnolly, 
who rt.:n·ntly guided her team to 
a 14-3 rl'1·ord and Northeast 
Rt.:gional Tournament bid, has 
n·-;ignl'd hL·r posit ion as <'oach 
and instrul'tor in the S<'hool of 
Ill'alth, Physi<'al Education and 
RL·<TL'ation, t.:ffl'clivl' May 13. 
!\-ls. Connolly has indi<'aled a 
-·-· ··· ··· It ha,·a ·..; dt·an of t hL} S<"hool of 
dt.:sirl' to IL·ave~ the tea,·hing IIL·alth, Physical Eduration and 
profl'ssion to L'nlt>r private busi- RL·1Tt.:al1on, \\'illiam B. Korh, 
nl'ss, and plans lo relocate in the had nothing but praise for his 
Padfir Northwl'SI. She has not dL·parting f,l('Ulty mt.:mber. 
madl' any definite plans as yet. .. \\\.'rl' saddL·ned to SL'l' hL·r go," 
"Ir I had stayed another two ,.;aid K,H'h. "ShL•'s a very high 
or t hn·l' yt.:ar-;, I would have 'I u a Ii t y person. 
madL· a JlL"rmanent rommit- "ShL" did an L'X1·ellent job of 
nll'nt," said I he 30-year-old in- turn mg our prgram around." 
-;1 nwtor. "This SL'L'med like the 
TH.E ITHACAN March 30, 1978 page 9 
Cuddy0$ 
~ager$ 
It h;wa < ·ollL'/'t' basket ball -
,.aptain Jim ('uddy, a SL·nior from 
\.\\-ul-.port. N. Y ., has bl'L'n nam-
' d .. :'llo~t \' aluable Playl'r" on t hL· 
1!177-78 !loml)l'rs in a voll' by the 
pla1 ,_.r-.. · 
Thv 1;-~ guard ll'd thl' tL•am in 
-.c-onng with a 15.2 avl'rage, and 
hdd or ,.;hart.:d the ll'ad in nine 
ot h,·r offvn,.;1H· ,:atq,:oril's. Cud-
dy'-; ~9 JH>rnts in Jtha,·a·s final 
!' aml' against Binghamton was a 
ll-am high, topping the 28 ht> 
~1·1>rL·d on two ot hl'r or<'asions, 
and hi,.; 3fi4 total points was a 
-;,,ason high. I!t.: also k•d the 
Uomhl'f'- in field goal attempts in 
a gamL· (~0 vs. St. John Visher) 
and St.:ason (295), fidd goals in a 
st.:ason ( 142), frl'e throws at-
tt.:mpl t.:d and madl' in a game 
t 10x14 vs. Hobart) and seasoll' 
t80xl17) and frl'e throw perrent-
agL· in a game 11.000 on 7x7 vs. 
1 ·larl-.-.011). llis lidd goal p,·r-
•·t·ntagl' was a n·spt.:ctabl,· 48 
p,·n·l'nt. 
/\ Hl7fi transfer student from 
Cayuga !'ommunity College, · 
l'uddy helped spark the Bombl'rs 
to an Indepl'ndcnt 1,olleg-e At.hle-
t1,· l'onfl'renrl' titlt.: and NCAA 
playoff bt•rt h in 1976-77, with his 
heroi1· play in a one-g-ame playoff 
against ,·o-rhampion St.. Law-
renn·. Cuddy s1·on•d 14 points in 
tht· double overtime win, six of 
tht.:m down the strl'lch wht.:n the 
Bombers L'rased an 8-point dcfi-
rit with just 0:32 left in regula-
t J(ll1, 
Other award winners for the· 
Bombers were Dave VenVcrtloh 
and Ken Gardner, who tied in the 
voting- for "Most Improved Play-
L'l'." and KL·vin Vog I, who won 
tht.: "Hustle Award." 
continued on page 10 
Basketball Season In Review 
It was a season of ups and 
downs, of hopes and disappoint-
ments, of promise an ultimate 
frustration. For the Ithaca 
College Bombers, the 1977-78 
basketball season was all of these 
things, and the result was an 
8-16 regular season finish (6-6 in 
the Independent College Athletic 
Con fl'fence). 
Many had hopeq that the 
Bombers would repeat their -
1976-77 form as conference · 
<"hamps (10-2) and NCAA Divi-
sion III participants, but there 
Wl're some obvious roadblocks in 
their path. The Bombers were a 
young- team this season, and 
though loaded with raw talent, 
the varsity experience -- the 
teamwork and leadership -- was 
not yet there. Five seniors had 
departed from last year's champ-
ionship ballclub, four of them 
varsity captains (two in basket-
ball, two in foot ball), and the 
fifth, Joe Casey, the leading 
scorer and team MVP. Casey, in 
fart, set an. Ithaca College record 
in his senior year by scoring 512 
points, and was named "Player of 
the Year" in the l1,AC. His shoes 
,:,•· 
were I he biggest pair to be filled, 
a task the Bombers never quite 
accomplished in '77-'78. 
Head coach Darryl Lehnus, 
in his fifth year at the helm, is 
the first to admit that his team 
had its problems this season. 
"We lacked some of the intangi-
bles," said Lchnus, noting the 
missing leadership and discipline 
fron·1 a year ago. 
"We also lacked quickness 
and offensive consistency. We 
didn't shoot well from the outside 
at all." 
A quick look at Ithaca's 
shooting statistics (.446 from the 
field, .646 from the line) would 
rertainly add credence to the 
analvsis. 
\• et there were plenty of 
bright spots along the way, and 
some positive signs toward the 
future. Ithaca's two seniors, 
"aptain Jim Cuddy and Bruce 
Jones, were the team's most 
nmsisll'nt offensive threats --
Cuddy throughout the season 
and Jones in the second half of 
'78. Cuddy, a 6-2 guard, led the 
Bombers with a 15.2 scoring 
average, including a game high 
29 in his last game against 
Binghamton, and connected on 
48 percent o his shots. Jones 
averaged 9.9 points a game (13.1 
in his last nine outings), shot 47 
percent from the field, and was 
the team's third leading re-
bounder with a 5.0 average. He 
also became the fifth leading-
career S<'Orer in Ithaca College 
history, and only the sixth to top 
the 1,000 point level. With a 
total of 1,122 points, Jones 
surpassed Alden Chadwick 
(1080), accomplishing the feat in 
.bis final home game against St. 
,T o h n Fish e r . 
An unexpe,·tl'd surprise in '78 
was tht.: trt.:mendous play of three 
frt·-;hmL·n -- guards Kevin Vogy 
and Tim Kick and forward Tom 
Elli,.; -- all promoted from the 
junior varsity (which finished 
Hi-3) during t hL· St.:l'Ond half of 
the SL·ason. \'ogt, a fi-3 dynamo 
lrnm Fulton, N.Y. was t.:sperially 
1rnpn·'>'>ivt.:. llis L'nthusiasm and 
dri\ L· gainL·d him instant crowd 
app,·al, and ht: quil'kly earned a 
-.tartinµ bt.:rth in the backcourt 
nL·Xt to Jim Cuddy. Vog-t 
continued on page 10 BEER 
BLAST! 
at 
THE ou·GOUT 
Every Thursday 
$2 •. 00 All The 
Draft You Can. 
Drink 
,50~ . Bar Liqllor 
• I 
..... 
·- '1 
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continued from page 9 
Gardner ~a 6"-3 junior forward 
from Trumansburg High, work-
ed his way into the starting 
lineup early in the season, and 
went on to average 6.4 points a 
ballgame for the Bombers. He 
was the only player outside of 
Cuddy who played in all 24 
games during the season, and his 
. 703 free throw percentage was 
second among starters. His high 
game was an 18-point effort 
against Oswego. 
Ven Vertloh earned a starting 
berth at the tail end of the 
season, and provided a needed 
spark from the bench at times. 
The 6-0 guard from Irondequoit 
High School averaged 4.0 points 
a game, hitting a high of 16 in a 
narrow overtime loss to Hamil-
ton, the nation's second-ranked 
team. 
Kevin Vogt's performance -
since joining the varsity in 
mid-season has to rank as the 
most pleasant surprise of the 
year for head coach Darryl 
Lehnus. A freshman guard from 
Fulton, N.Y., Vogt was averag-
ing 12 points a game for the 
junior varsity (which finished 
16-3) before being called up to 
the big club. After scoring 18 
points against RPI in only his 
second varsity game, Vogt be-
came a backcourt starter, and 
went on to lead the team in 
shooting with a .574 field goal 
pcrl'entage. He opened up 
It ha<'a's offense tremendously 
with his drives to the basket, and 
be,·ame a leading assist man, 
dishing off a team high 11 assists 
in a 102-83 win over Oswego. 
He averaged 9.1 points a game as 
~ varsity player. 
Also chosen by the Ithaca 
rollege players was an All-Op-
ponents Team for 1977-78. 
Represented were players from 
Hamilton, LeMoyne, St. Law-
rence and Hartwick. 
The only unanimous choice on 
the All-Opponents team was 
Hamilton's John Klauberg, the 
All-American forward who scor-
* Basketball Season 
In Review 
continued from page 9 
romph·mented Cuddy well, as he 
pL·net rated the shooting lanes 
and opened Ithaca's offense. 
Vogt dished off a season high 11 
assists in a 102-83 win over 
Oswego, and averaged 9.1 points 
a game for the Bombers. His 
.574 fil'ld g-oal percentage was 
easily a team high. 
Kil'k and Ellis, though not 
gd ting a g-reat amount of playing 
time, also performed well when 
<'ailed upon, and gained some 
"aluable experience toward next 
year'-; season. While playing on 
the jayvee team, Kick led the 
sl'oring column with a 16.9 
average, followed by Ellis at 
Hl.6. 
There were some others, as 
well, who performed admirably 
for the Bombers. Though some-
times inconsistent, center Jim 
Waitkavi,·z had a fine rookie 
season, averaging 10.3 points a 
game and 7 .5 rebounds, tops on 
the team. ll1:rb Richmond, a 6-5 
junior who played both forward 
and ,·ent L·r, also had some good 
moments. His 9.9 scoring ave-
rage tied him with Bruce Jones 
for third on the team, and his 
. 711 free throw mark made him 
the IL·ader among regulars. · 
OnL· of the promising newco- ! 
mers who came on strong at · 
sl'ason's end was guard Dave 
\'en \'t·rtloh, <·ited by Lehnus for 
his hustle and all-around contri-
bution. A 47 per <'ent shooter, 
\' l'n \' ert Joh will no doubt be a 
factor to be re<·koned with in the 
fut un·. 
With a SL·<·ond rnnsccutive title 
chanl'c eliminated, Lehnus was 
able to get a good look at all of his 
players in '77-'78, with an eye 
toward next year's balldub. 
"EHyone was given a good 
amount of floor time," said 
Lt·hnus,"and I think we've got a 
kg up on nL·xt fall. We have a 
~·ood n·ading on what our bench 
and our freshmen can do." 
,, 
MAYER'S 
SMOKE SHOP 
Foot Of Aurora Street Hill 
All Smoker's Supplies 
Paperbound Books 
· Magazines \1l 
Newspapers ~ 
)JI 
,) 
r-:- .,.,, 
~~ 
ed 40 points against the Bombers 
in what Darryl Lehnus called 
"\ he i-rreatest exhibition of shoot-
ing I've ever seen." Klauberg 
kept Hamilton in the game 
almost single-handedly, as -the 
Continentals erased an .18-point 
Ithaca lead to win it in overtime. 
Two players from LeMoyne 
were chosen, forward Jene Grey 
and guard Mike Ruff. Grey 
scored 21 points and Ruff had 16 
points and 12 assists on the way 
to a 96-81 LcMoyne win. 
LeMoyne shot an incredible 73 
percent from the field compared 
with Ithaca's 56 percent, their 
high mark for the season. 
Drew Skonberg from St. Law-
rence joins the All-Opponents· 
Team after leading the Saints to 
two wins this season over the 
I3ombl:'rs. In their first meeting, 
the 6-5 center had 17 points and 
15 rebounds in an88-58 decision, 
and in the return match, an 83-73 
final, he had 10 points and 13 
rebounds. 
Hart wick's All-American Dana 
(;ahres scored 18 points in a 
75-61 win over the Bombers, and 
is the final member of Ithaca's 
All-Opponents Team. 
Ithaca College All-Opponents 
Team 
G Dana Gahres Hart wick 
G Mike Ruff LeMoy~e 
r Drew 8konberg 8t. Lawrence 
F Jene Grey LeMoyne 
F John Klauberg Hamilton 
continued from page 5 not a dominating one. 1 hope to 
program people the caliber of tap the mahy resources on cam-
Colby before consulting' students pus for new and innovative 
through the channels of Student program sales. Finally, to im-
Congress. I think that my prove communication between 
background in contract negotia- SAB and Sudent Congress, Dr. 
ting, as Business Chairperson of Corren ti and the clubs and 
the Bureau of Concerts will be organizations on campus will be a 
invaluable experience as SAB · main objective. 
Chairperson. I regret aht due to a previus· 
I view the role of SAB Chair- committment I will be unable to 
person as one of coordinating attend the scheduled informal 
committe programming. Fur- discussion for the candi~ates but 
thermore, I view my position as I will be glad to answer questions 
one of creative input to the at the formal debate on Monday 
committess as they program or at any time. 
throughout the year. I hope to Tom Carr 
be a motivating force on SAB, Candidate SAB Chairperson 
Gold Mine of 79 
"We the Students" of the 
Class of '79, in order to form a 
more perfect Senior Year, estab-
lish Parties, insure Social Ga-
therings, and provide for a 
prominent graduation speaker, 
promote a wild and crazy "100 
Days Party", secure the Bles-
sings of a Lasting Senior Week 
and endless prosperity, do ordain 
and establish the Gold Mine of '79 
as Senior Class Officers. 
With your signature and vote 
for the Gold Mine of '79, this 
preamble can be ours. Our party 
is led by Presidential candidate 
Tom Plastaras, Vice-President 
nominee Jerry Riso, and Treasu-
ry hopeful Jon Mello. 
_ Our platform is to make 1979 a 
special year for all graduating 
students. We hope to accomplish 
this by maintaining a healthy 
budget through incoming funds 
produced by Senior Class events. 
By establishing a Senior Class 
Committee, open to all interes-
ted seniors, we can more readily 
provide what you want. As a 
party, working in unison with 
each other and with you, we can 
all make our last year our best 
year. 
Gold Mine of '79 Candidates: 
President: Tom Plastaras 
Vice Pres: Jerry Riso 
Treasurer: Jon Mello 
GOLD MINE OF '79: Dedica-
ted to your future memories ... 
1978 
Summe,· Session I 
May 15 to June 9 
Summer Session I I 
June 12 to July 7 
Mini Session 
June 26 to Jul)· 7 
Summe,. Session Ill 
July 10 to August 4, 
Social Science 
f,ine Arts 
Radio-TV 
Drama 
Natural Science 
l\lusic 
Athletics 
Film 
Humanities 
Education 
Exhibits 
Theatre 
Cinematography 
Health 
Recreation 
Physical Education 
Work Shops 
Health Administration 
Communications Arts 
Business Administartion 
*ADVANCE REGISTRATION Reading and Study Skills * - Fee $15.00 for total summer registration 
if registration is completed by April 24, 
1978. 
$15.00 per session after April ~4, 1978. 
.•, . 
Program 
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continu_ed from page 3 
quickly we forget. 
Third argument - service. I 
am sick and tired of being cursed 
at, yelled at, and in fact, last 
year a 6'2" guy almost hit me 
because I couldn't let him in 
without an I. D.! This is our job, 
people. We do what we're told or 
we lose this job. Not all of us at 
this school can afford not to 
work. Now, I can't speak for the 
other dining halls, but I know 
how hard we work in the 
Terraces. Things ar kept clean 
and the food is always hot. I, 
myself, have thrown out pans of 
food because it got cold or was on 
the line for a while. The seconds 
policy at the Terraces is only 
enforced to cut down on waste. 
If you saw how inuch food is 
wasted in that dishroom every 
.,_ i· - . '<w . , .• 
' . ',, . :~~'¥.~' . . 
..... 
jlay, you would agree with the "Mr." Whelan makes his decision 
policy. next week? Let's wake up and 
· As for thise "Close Encoun- know a problem before we ex-
ters" with the insect kind; even p Io it it! 
Leisa Creo 
Head Waitress 
Terrace Dining Hall 
the finest restaurants have prob-
lems with flies and an occasional 
water roach. It can't be helped. 
I think it's time that the 
average I. C. student become a 
little more objective and stopped 
acting like a child. One evening, 
my boss asked a compalining 
student to tell him what was 
wrong with the food. This 
"concerned" student wouldn't e-
ven talk to the man! That is no 
way t o solve a problem. If you 
don't like something, tell us. It's 
the only way we can know. I 
tend to wonder, could those very 
sudden attacks on SAGA have 
anything to do with the fact that 
Concert Band 
NotYetSet 
The I. C. Bureau of Concerts 
has not yet contracted a band for 
the free outdoor concert at the 
end of this school year. The 
Bureau is still working to weet 
the conditions Student Affairs 
Vice President, Richard Crrenti, 
has set in order for the concert to 
take place. 
According to Geoff 
Patack, chairperson of the Bu-
reau of Concerts, the biggest 
problem will be supplying elec-
trical power to the lower athletic 
fields. "We may have to get our 
own generator," Patack said. 
continued from page 5 
S.A.B. in the ITHACAN an-
nouncing all events. times, and 
places for the upcoming week. I 
would also like to have an S.A.B. 
newsletter circulated each 
month. I think what is most 
important is that I devote my 
personal time to any individual 
interested in giving me sugges-
tions or just asking me questions 
about the Board. I would do this 
by having set office hours where 
I could be reached. 
I also have a few ideas for 
events. I would like to get the 
Recreation Committee to spon-
sor a Winter Carnival next year. 
I believe that I am capable of 
putting these new ideas into 
action next year, and, if elected, 
will fulfill the requirements of 
the job to the best of my ability. 
Budweiser .. Announces 1978 National College "Pitch In!" Week 
(April 10-16) 
Get up a group and Pitch In! You can help improve the 
environment arou!'d your college and have a shot at 
one of five S1 ,000 first plac·e, five $500 second place, 
or five $250 third place educational awards, courtesy 
of Budweiser and ABC Radio. 
Any college, university, or approved organization 
(fraternities, sororities, campus groups, etc.) is 
eligible to participafe. Just return the coupon 
for rules and "Pitch In!"_ Week program kit. 
Competition void where prohibited by law. 
KINC OF DffRS!· • ANHEUSEff ULISCH INC •STLOUIS 
r
1 
Pitc:t:: :'m:UMU,
1 To College P,tch In' W!!ek O!!sk cto ABC Rad,u Network 1330 Avenue of the Americas New York N!!w York 10019 Please Rush College Pitch tn' Week program kit 
I Name:-------===- I Coll!!gc--
1 Addr0ss·------ ------------ _ I City---------- - ··--s1a1e· - ---- -----Zip Organ1zat1on on Camp.us· -- -\.~,,1_1m 
• I 
i 
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· Programmable 
Scanner 
•NO CRYSTALS REQUIRED 
•10 Channel/18,000 Freq. 
• Al 5 Bands: Hlf#I, Low, UHF, 
Hlffl and Gowe,nmenl 
was 1299• 
s25695 
artridge Sale 
KR-4070 RECEIVER 
40 watts RMS per channel !!!!!2..!!.!!!! 
at 8 ohms - 20-20,000 Hz ~ . 
Pickering $888 
P/ATE sz495 
SHURE $2495 
.1% THD distortion K'·•"""·fl ·f":" ,.-, ~) i 
waa s21995 I; "'"' . ¥=--
•300• 
KR-5030 RECEIVER 
60 watts RMS per channel 
at 8 ohms • 20-20,000 Hz 
.1% THD dlatorUon 
1.9 microvolt tuner 
waa 
'400- $28995 
KR-6030 RECEIVER 
80 watts RMS per channel 
at 8 ohms • 20-20,000 Hz at 
.1% THD distortion 
1.7 microvolt tuner 
waa 
•5001111 s34995 
M91ED s5495 
AUDIO-TECHNICA 
AT-11E '}995 
was s4ooo 
Come In For -Your Special 
Price On: GRADO, SHURE, 
AUDIO-TECHNICA, STAN-
TON, PlCKERING & MOREi 
1 
REBATE 
Doubln Yo,. Car FM 
Radio Powe, 
BF-8808 was •10-
$1295 
GENERAlli ELECTRIC 
40 Channel CB $491! 
Pay Store ...... •5915 
G.E: Rebate ... ~ 
NET ................ •4P 
limit 12 per store 
RT-707 REEL 
.. ,!~~~..P.!~.li.. ~-
,~~~~C:~z~l7 51PI i ~ , "" ~ .a..\l 
•SlgrtelToNotaHatlo Sldb --- .tll, ' I ,.. 
WH9too- ...... , •• - ~-''\. ' $44995 ~.:;; ONEER Cl'F-4242 CaHetto · FRONT LOAD DOLBY 
ONEER STF-6262 Caaaollo 
KA-5700 Amplifier 
40 watts RMS per channel 
at 8 ohms • 20-20,000 Hz 
.04% THO distortion 
waa 
•100• s13995 
KT-5500 TUNER 
1.9 mlcrovolt tuner 
30-15,000 Hz :t .2db 
opllnal cabinet/handles 1:~ $10995 
GENESIS 
Demo Sale 
A-Once-A II Year-Event I. . 
SPEAKER I · 
BONANZA ~ ; 
Save Ura To ' 
40° o GENESIS 
MODEL Each DEMO 
6 - Walnut S7()00 s5400 
I - Walnut 112()00 s7900 
D - Walnut 120000 s125oo 
2+ -Oak 130()00 •16900 
DI - Walnut '40000 s229oo 
All Genesis Demos Have 
KX-1030 SUPER 
-~~~~ t ~--· •. _, __ .., ___ .,. ' liiii ~~ r~· 
............ _...._.. -- ....,.. ~ *T $29995 . l!I'.'~!! ·~_/) -~~: 
LIMIT 2 PER STORE 
TELEPHONE 
ANSWERING 
MACHINE 
• Plig1 In Phone Socket 
•A111wera Your Celli 
si1995 
PS-X7. SUPER 
TURNTABLE 
•O~=&.cxr.::-~:.r: 
......... o.-,,.•••• .... 
---$24995 
FRONT LOAD DOLBY 0
~cr:r cittfi"fi«\t;~11• 1425"' •299 
0
~NlxT"h"'8M-~:~ooLBY•47500 1319 
OFIIEER RT-701 REEL DECK 1525"' :329 
''PL.US: MANY UNADVERTISED 
SPECIALS 
NY PS..1100 Complete W11h 
SONY Magnolic Cartridge 
SONY PS-T2 Direct Drive 
· Semi-Automatic Arm 
NY PS-T3 Direct Drive 
· Automallc Arm 
SONY PS-X5 QUARTZ LOCKED 
· Dln!ct Drive/Semi-Automatic 
SONY PS-X7 QUARTZ LOCKED 
Direct DrlvetCarboo FIiier 
Law MHa/Automalic Arm 
each: 1 ft0'0 144 
.each: 1 1SIJOI 189 
.... each: 1225"' 1128 
PIONEER HPM-100.. .. .. ench: 1300"' 11 
PIONEER HPM-150 (demo) .. each: 150IJOI 1319 
.· Pl.US: MANY UNADVERTISED . 
.SPECIALS 
. . 
• l ; \ ! l 1 ~ ~ .... ' .. •• '. - • ., , · .. ' .. · . . ' ·~-. . . . . . . . ' . . . 
--------------~---
440M· 
Turntable 
•3 Speed Changer 
• Plcl(ertng 
Magnetic Cart. 
• Base, Dust Cover 
was '9995 
s4995 
'<•,'. 
